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Asteroids on Steroids. The bad news is they took the same lazy shortcuts as all the DLC thus far. There's no new voice acting, a
few new enemy models, one new dungeon tileset, and the entirety of the content is spent slogging through the exact same
dungeons you've been slogging through the whole game. I say "slog" because there's a new grind that literally calls itself a "slog".
It's as if they're rubbing it in your face how the post-launch content for this beautiful core game has been nothing but recycled
missions and textures. You actually have to do 6(!) fetch quests to even being the DLC proper.

The good news is there's a much more pronounced emphasis on story and the lore of the game in general, so if you're into that,
you'll find something to like here. You go down various "memory lanes" that flesh out half a dozen characters a little bit, and it's
far more satisfying than the previous DLC in that regard. (It also takes the time to fill a few plot holes here and there in the
process.)

Verdict: this is the best NNK2 DLC yet, but that's not saying much.. s Fun

Very, Very ♥♥♥♥ing Fun. Was...on sale

Buy it....if you want to see one of the worst games ever made...even by 1990s-2000 standards.... More game than you're
expecting to get, hard in an intriguing and fun way. Excellent checkpointing, though note that you'll NEED it for some of the
challenges (much like VVVVVV, there's a few really tough rooms \/ challenges you'll need to get the good ending).

If you ever wanted more Bionic Commando out of Bionic Commando, this is your game.. As someone who has played every
Larry Game, this is isn't full of stupid QTE and tries to do the other " good ones " justice. You can tell from the jokes they have
played the other games and they were fans of it and tried to honor the great Larry
legacy.
  Now as for the review from someone who completed the game in about 10 hrs. Some of the answers to the puzzle are so
far fetched it's a pain to figure out, as others when you figure them out you will face palm yourself. The game is short and does
reuse the scenes more than once, and yet did not feel repetitive. Sady as a $29.99 price tag sadly i'd say wait for a sale just
because of the length of this game.
 As a larry fan i did enjoy, but just wanted more
I'd give it a 7.5 out of 10. This is the very worst visual novel I have ever experianced.

The story is crap, the art is crap and the story makes crap look like art.
Seriosuly, the story in this garbage pile is the very worst I've endured. I stopped mid way and honestly I hate myself a bit for
having endured that much. DO NOT BUY THIS!

DO NOT SUPPORT THIS!

Full review below:
http:\/\/nardio.net\/2017\/01\/27\/azurea-juncture-review\/. Skill based combat. Open world PVP. ++++++++++ love it. This
game has the potential to be an awesome game. It is very short on content right now but it is early access so that is to be
expected. I would honestly recommend the game for its mechanics so far. One thing that I would say needs to be fixed is the
sheathing of the sword. If you go to put the end of the blade into the sheath it repeats the sound of unsheathing repeatedly and it
is not a pleasent experience. Also tone the volume on effects and music a bit. I would defintely like to talk to the developer(s)
about ideas and fixes through means other than a review But this game has the potential to be something awesome. I know I will
be keeping it and giving the devs a chance to make a fantastic VR experience
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First things first, this is definitely a niche game. If you're not a fan of medieval historical fiction, Latin, or truly insane levels of
a**holery, don't buy the game, or buy it on sale.

The Awesome:

 You can play the whole game in Latin.

 The story. It interested me enough that I have a sudden burning desire to learn Italian just so I can read the novel this
was based on (sadly, the novels were never translated into English)

 The easter eggs. I'm pretty sure at least half of the achievements are for finding the easter eggs in the game.

 The main character. He's such a snarky bastard.  He was downright happy when he tricked the guard into taking poison.
And the levels of snark when he talks to the Inquisitor General are off the charts

 The scenery. It's truly gorgeous, I guess to make up for the character models.
The Meh:

Clicking on things. Tiny things. Tiny things that apparently are about three inches to the left of where you think
they are so you end up madly clicking over the entire screen to find that ONE PIXEL THAT WILL LET YOU
FINISH THE PUZZLE. Or you can use the TAB key and hope for the best.  This was really only a major
problem when I had to inspect the corpse towards the end of the game. Eventually I just madly hit TAB until I
heard new dialogue, because clicking was getting me nowhere

Not being able to pick things up until you need them for a specific puzzle. This results in a lot of backtracking,
but it can be fun because it's kind of like a game of memory. Now, where did I leave that rubber chicken?
The Truly Horrible

 The character models. Sweet jesus they're terrifying.

 The final puzzle. Calling it a puzzle is kind of an affront to puzzles. Clicking letters and then click-
dragging Greek letters over top of their English counterparts and then scraping gunk off good ol Nick's
face is NOT my idea of a good time. It's filler, and I think they would have been better off just ending
with a dream scene instead of trying to cram another puzzle in.
I originally bought this game because it listed Latin as one of the languages you could play in. I wasn't
expecting a whole lot out of the game, especially after reading some of the reviews. That being said, if
you ignore the little annoying bits and pay attention to the story, it's actually pretty fantastic. Just don't get
your knickers in a twist about ugly people and the sometimes-tedious puzzles and you'll be fine.

8\/10 do recommend, and I'm definitely playing it again to see what other easter eggs I can unearth!. This
is the kind of game that is innovative, unique and unknown to most. Serious Sam Double D is a 2D
sidescroller with guns... allot of guns. The mechanics in this game aren’t too different from other 2D
shooters, just walk right and shoot everything in your way. However the innovation comes in when you
start to use the guns. Every gun you have can be stacked onto each other and all shot at once. This allows
the player to choose how to kill in whatever way they want. The weapons are also varied; from chainsaws
to flamethrowers to laser rifles there is little reason to be disappointed. The enemies are varied too, from
the signature kamikaze bomb hands to dinosaurs you won’t run out of things to shoot at. The game doesn’t
look to special in its presentation but it’s not likely you will have time to admire the scenery anyways. The
length is also a disappointment clocking in at 3-4 hours on normal difficulty, but with such a fun gimmick
its still worth a purchase.. Worth every penny. As a dodge user. I never use any of the DLC character's
perk decks. But I did not lose one bit of health with his perk deck. (Not even maxed out.) I reccomend
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using it with the two piece suit and a few dodge skills in fugitive. His weapon is a complete beast. With
ghost skills. I managed to get 53 damage with over 160 total ammo, and with amazing stability and
accuracy. Sokol himself? Well voiced, awesome suit and mask.

I really reccomend this DLC. Worth every penny.. Great game! The variety of weapon upgrades are
awsome, tons of different enemyes with different behaviour. Love ih how on some stages u get swarm
with enemyes. The art combined with great atmosferic music and orthographic camera at some parts just
made me stop and enjoy it all. Overall great game i defenetly recomend it!. I just finished this game! I
admit I played at the easy mode but it was fun. I learned how to use the tools and, when it is realeased on
the MAC, I will certainly play it again on a more difficult level. It took me 24 hours to finished this game
and I feel that, at about a dollar an hour, it is well worth the game! The graphics are beautiful (reminds
me of a game I really love, TITAN QUEST). There is a lot to pick up and I did not spend 1 gold to buy
anything. Just made a few weapons. Certainly, it is not perfect. I got stuck in staiways a few time, had a
hard time seeing behind the large tree or high roof. But the pathfinding is excellent and a lot of original
monsters as well as a few good puzzle. Enjoy!. Screw Markiplier, Uber Haxor Nova, and Jesse Cox. I got
to play as Peanut Butter Gamer.
360\/420
Needs more peanut butter.
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